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T

Manufacturers can start thinking from two
perspectives. Firstly, from the users' changes, such
as customer needs and habits, and secondly, from
the dynamics of competitors to find the entry point.
Changing without a clear purpose in mind will face
challenges restricting growth soon.

he epidemic has accelerated the digital
transformation of enterprises and made
transparent work processes respond to
market changes quickly.
However, the biggest challenge is that management
doesn't necessarily know the situation. Nor do the
software suppliers. Therefore, when an enterprise
introduces a new information system, the priority is
to straighten out the processes and SOPs between
departments.

Digital leadership is a must-have ability of business
leaders in the next ten years. In the postepidemic
world, digital transformation is imperative. But,
before introducing a change, a leader must find a
model, determine a purpose and goals, lead the
team to develop strategies, and efficiently manage
the company from top to bottom.

Unfortunately, most departments only proceed
from individual department interests, and it isn't
easy to integrate across departments. When
connecting the system, the supervisors need to
break the original habits — staying in the comfort
zone or being unwilling to change will result in
losing the big picture.

The future for the machinery industry is full of
opportunities. So let us welcome the year 2022 and
embrace the benefits that digital transformation
brings to us and the market.

Digital and transformation are two things. Digital
is introducing systems and digitization, and
transformation is the focus. The key to a successful
digital transformation is to know what you want.
Therefore, companies must first define clearly the
purpose of transformation. After deciding on a
strategy, adjust the organization and personnel
accordingly before introducing systems or
technologies to help achieve the transformation
goal for it to be impactful.

Dr.Paul Chang
Dec 2021
The President of Buffalo Machinery,
A Smart Machining Technology and Industry 4.0 device provider
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021 is a challenging year yet an exciting one
for AXILE. We have successfully stabilized our
operation despite a rough year and looking
forward to the plans we have prepared for the
post-pandemic world. Over the years, we have
worked hard to achieve our goals, and now we
are prepared to move on to smart machining and
automated production.

we have integrated our patented technologies:
Smart Machining Technology (SMT™) and Intelligent
Monitoring System (ART™), which provide users with
reduced machine maintenance costs, predictable
maintenance, and production planning schedule
to practice high precision and highreliability
performance machining.
The economic and markets prediction figures from
PMI, CECIMO, AMT, and the IMF show positive
and stable growth for 2024 – 2028. AXILE believes
strongly that the future holds tremendous growth
opportunities in machining and tooling. We will be
devoted to machining excellence development with
our global partners to support the industry needs.

The global market has constantly raised the
importance of data and urged businesses to
embrace it. The questions asked – how to identify
information from data, how it helps in decisionmaking, and how to integrate data to predict market
opportunities? – are utterly practical. As a result,
data analysis has become the core competitiveness
in the future.

In this issue, we present some innovative insights
and results that the AXILE team brings this year.

AXILE takes advantage of the trend to focus on
the industry’s prospects and successfully created
the production requirements of Industry 4.0.
Through the concept of Agile Smart Machining,

CECIMO (European association of machine tool industries)

PMI (Europe)

AMT (Association for manufacturing industry, USA)

PMI (United States)

IMF (International Monetary Fund)

PMI (Japan & South Korea)
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AXILE
"Agile Smart Machining"
has a New Look

I

n 2021, AXILE has rebranded. We have
refocused our communication and
refreshed our identity. Our core idea – Agile
Smart Machining – has a new mission. We
are thrilled to unveil this big step we took to
deliver our promise to serve our partners and
customers. While this is a significant change,
our beliefs remained unchanged.
We aim to be one of the top 5-axis machining
brands globally. Our goal is to help highly
sophisticated manufacturers everywhere
embrace Digitalized Intelligent Automation.
We believe manufacturers shouldn’t need
to choose between high-speed and highperformance 5-axis machines. Therefore,
we’re delivering the future of 5-axis machining
through our Agile Smart Machining idea to the
market.
Our team has poured hearts and
souls into creating this new image that
accurately depicts who we are. We will
be committed to providing another level
of professionalism that our customers
and partners have yet to experience.
Today, let this all-new image accompany AXILE
and partners through the next phase of our
exciting journey.
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I

t was exciting that the biggest and the first machinery
show after the pandemic, EMO Milano 2021, was
held in Milan and ended successfully on 9th October
2021.

EMO
milano
2021

A total of 700 international manufacturers and more
than 60,000 visitors participated from 91 countries.
There were over 3,500 machines on display throughout
the exhibition, valued at more than 5 billion Euros.
The exhibit also included metal forming, cutting,
robot automation, tool auxiliary accessories, and
mechatronics.
photo by EMO Milano facebook

The exhibition attracted the attention of the
international media. There were about 400 certified
journalists on site, 40% of which were from foreign
countries (non- Italian local media).
At this exhibition, AXILE presented G6 MPC2 & G8, the
high-speed 5-axis VMC with intelligent automation
functions to help manufacturers reach 24/7 automation
production.
Product:
G6 MPC2 presented an innovative automatic solution,
which increases autonomy and flexibility for end-users.

AXILE booth

G8 featured a powerful gantry design that perfectly
balances rigidity and precision, ideal for machining
complex workpieces.
Supported by our proprietary SMT™ and ART™
technologies, AXILE’s digitalized intelligent automation
solutions enable machinists to embrace smart
manufacturing to increase operational efficiency and
productivity, optimize energy and staffing costs and
achieve 24/7 automated production that significantly
boosts ROI.

Visitors gathered to check out G6 MPC2

AXILE designs and builds agile, smart 5-axis VMCs with
automation solutions for manufacturers dealing with
complex parts and components. The breakthrough
design concepts and advanced proprietary technologies
serve highly sophisticated machining applications in
aerospace, die and mold, medical, and general job
shops.
Several countries that participated in the exhibition
included Germany, Switzerland, France, Spain, Austria,
Slovenia, Turkey, Poland, Russia, and Denmark. In
addition, there are also from Finland, Croatia, Estonia,
Lithuania, Hungary, the Czech Republic, the United
States, the United Kingdom, Israel, Japan, South Korea,
Ireland and Egypt, and other countries.

Business meeting
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2021
Achievements of AXILE Machine

A

XILE has devoted itself to products innovation and upgrade to ensure that the products are always ontrend and meet the market demands. Developing digitalized intelligent automation with high reliability
based on TQM to fulfill the Industry 4.0 high demand is a success factor for Taiwan Machine Tool
Industry.
Through the different aspects of competitions and awards, not only do we understand where we are, but all
employees recognize their advantages and work together to enhance competitiveness.

The 7th National Industrial Innovation Award of
Ministry of Economic Affairs
The National Industrial Innovation Award emphasizes
innovation, focusing on the humanities, technology, and
service energy that provide industries with value-added
benefits.
AXILE got outstanding enterprise innovation awards, one
of the highest honors for an industrial innovation award
in Taiwan. This award recognizes our contribution to
accelerating the transformation of industry.
Since our establishment, we have complied with the
value that Quality and Service Build Business, providing
excellent products, technologies, and high-quality services,
maintaining stable innovation, continuous improvement,
and customer satisfaction.
We focus on the communication efficiency of each
management team. Our horizontal organizational structure
has promoted accurate and strategic and decision-making.
The result of our innovation, research, and development
speak for themselves.

The 6th Taiwan Mittelstand Award
The Outstanding Mittelstand Award, by the Executive Yuan,
recognizes technologies or service models in highly unique,
differentiated, and competitive fields in the international
market.
AXILE was honored to be one of the award winners of
the year. After rigorous selections from 160 candidates.
Honorably, AXILE were selected as an outstanding
mittelstand award, only 14 companies have won this award.
The future of manufacturing depends on intelligent
automation. We stay ahead of the curve in the race in
8
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production upgrades by embracing smart manufacturing.
Our ART™, an intelligent monitoring system, enables 24/7
automated production and eliminates unexpected downtime
to deliver a competitive edge in agile smart manufacturing.
ART™ monitors and supplies real-time status update on the
machine on the wearing components, energy consumption,
and fluids such as lubricant and coolant to preempt future
issues. With this, manufacturers can make informed
decisions in optimizing operations and improving production
efficiency.
Pushing Industry 4.0 forward, AXILE will keep the direction of
helping manufacturers to move towards smart factories.

The 30th Taiwan Excellence Award
With the effort of everyone in the AXILE team, we have once
again proven our competence in Taiwan Excellence Award.
Our bridge-type 5-axis digitalized intelligent automation
solution receives Taiwan Excellence Silver Awards by
meeting four criteria – R&D, Design, Quality, and Marketing.
This automation meets the requirement of the aerospace
and die-and-mold industry for the most accurate machined
parts in the smallest volume to ensure a profit. It supports
24/7 operation, saves setup time, reduces manual work,
and increases productivity. It provides data to help users
efficiently manage the production floor remotely without
any delay.
The DC12 MPC is the most robust 5-axis VMC in AXILE’s
arsenal, suited for handling large, long workpieces and
difficult-to-cut materials. The double-column bridge
construction allows greater rigidity and control over thermal
deformation. The product is also capable of deep cuts and
complex contouring while maintaining utmost precision.
With a maximum table loading weight of 2.5 tonnes and a
maximum diameter of 2,200 mm X 1,200 mm, the product
takes on the larger and heavier parts most common in the
aerospace, power generation, and die and mold industries.
With larger workpieces come more chips, meaning with
an excellent chip removal efficiency, the DC12 ensures no
residual interference and prolongs tool life, delivering the
high surface quality expected by leading manufacturers.
We will continue our commitment to the development and
application of Industry 4.0 and optimization of high-end CNC
machinery to bring advancement and maximum profit to
our customers through the effort of our innovative research
and development.
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EMO premiere of the TNC7 from
HEIDENHAIN:
the new level of CNC control

A

t EMO 2021, HEIDENHAIN will be entering
a new chapter in shopfloor-centered
manufacturing with the new TNC7. This
standard-setting CNC control supports users from
initial design to final machining, from one-off jobs to
serial production, and from simple slots to complex
contours. Its groundbreaking control platform lets
machine manufacturers adapt the user interface
to their machines and offers dynamic development
potential for even greater functionality.

The HEIDENHAIN TNC7:
the future of CNC control
The TNC7 from HEIDENHAIN delivers an
outstanding user experience, bringing new
possibilities to users on the shop floor. Along with
easy and intuitive operation, users enjoy support
from a virtual simulation of the machined part and
work envelope. The TNC7 also leverages pioneering
machining strategies and powerful functions for
process reliability and optimization. This new level
of CNC control enhances daily work with carefully
crafted, task-focused solutions, combining familiar
Klartext functionality with newly developed features
such as graphical programming. In short, the TNC7
was developed to streamline everyday work at the
machine.

The TNC7 has undergone a complete makeover, now with more
powerful hardware and a 24-inch anti-reflective HD screen.

Perfect design
The TNC7 will be the basis of future control
generations from HEIDENHAIN. Beyond its
unmistakable new look-and-feel, the control
features high-quality hardware components and an
advanced, individually adaptable user interface. Its
entire operating concept was redesigned from the
ground up. For all tasks, including programming,
setup, and part measurement, the TNC7 provides
optimal user support and maximum work flexibility
with a rich packet of functions.

User guidance has been redesigned as well: the TNC7 can be
operated entirely via touchscreen. Klartext remains the standard
data and output format.

10
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The TNC7 supports the user with carefully crafted solutions,
including a rich package of cycles, smart probing functions,
and graphical guidance for determining the position of
clamping devices.

The new keyboard of the TNC7 enhances ergonomics for the
user, with an improved mechanical design and optimized key
resistance.

Individually adaptable user interface

complex NC programs. Perfect visualization of the
machined part and work envelope make daily work
easier, and programs can be simulated at any point
without a change in operating mode.

The interface of the TNC7 was designed to help
users achieve the best possible result with
maximum speed and convenience. Different
machining tasks call for individualized work
environments, which is why users can adapt their
screen content through personal favorites, their
own home menu for a faster start, and more. As
a result, all information and functions are exactly
where they need to be. Based on data entry forms
and dialog guidance, the user interface ensures
optimal convenience and navigation aided by
a smooth and precise touchscreen. And thanks
to its fast operating speed, the control reacts
immediately to data input. The keyboard was also
redesigned for improved mechanics and optimized
key resistance for greater comfort and reliability.

Dynamic Collision Monitoring (DCM):
the next generation
Users can enjoy complete machine protection
thanks to the monitoring of machine elements,
tools, and clamping devices. The TNC7 includes the
next generation of Dynamic Collision Monitoring
(DCM). Along with preventing collisions between
machine components and tools, DCM now also
accounts for clamping devices: the user can import
3D files of clamping devices and define their position
with new graphical support. Collision protection
is provided in both manual and automatic mode.
Collisions can also be detected prior to machining
with the control’s program test functionality. With
it, the TNC7 realistically simulates the behavior of
the workpiece, tool, and clamping device in highresolution 3D graphics.

Smart programming
The TNC7 enhances familiar Klartext programming
with smart functions and newly developed
graphical programming. Users are able to draw
contours directly on the touchscreen and convert
them into dialog-guided TNC Klartext programming
code. Cycles and older contour programs can still
be used, including already existing NC programs.
The TNC7 supports the entire manufacturing
process from initial design to the finished part with
carefully crafted solutions. These include a diverse
package of functions, intelligent probing cycles, and
graphical guidance for determining the position of
clamping devices. A new, high-performance editor
function enables fast and reliable editing of even

TNC Component Monitoring:
protect the machine tool
TNC Component Monitoring is a toolbox allowing
machine manufacturers to implement extensive
monitoring functions. During machining, this
function protects the spindle bearing from
overloads, detects heightened component wear in
the drive chain, and more. It also delivers valuable
data about actual machine loads, letting users
evaluate process capability and plan interventions
as part of predictive maintenance. The TNC
11
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Component Monitoring function can
also record and display the amount
of wear on the recirculating ball screw
or even warn users about spindle
overloads.

TNC Process Monitoring:
manufacture with reliability
The new, built-in TNC Process
Monitoring function reliably detects
process irregularities based on
deviations from a reference machining
run. The user controls this monitoring
feature with Klartext syntax and
an intuitive user interface. Process
Monitoring requires no additional
sensors and ensures dependable
process quality. When combined with
high-resolution sensors such as the ERM
6000 Dplus, Process Monitoring is even
more effective for highly demanding
applications. This enables the
convenient control of process outcomes
and maintains productivity thanks to a
variety of configurable reactions, such
as switching out a tool.

Users of the TNC7 can adapt workspaces and store favorites, arranging all
information and functions to exactly where they need to be for the given
working step.

BREAKTHROUGH would like to acknowledge HEIDENHAIN for the contribution of
the materials
The TNC7 supports the user from initial design to the finished part.

Its fully integrated TNC Component and Process Monitoring functions require no extra sensors, reliably detect deviations from reference
machining, and ensure reliable process quality.
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AXILE digitalized
intelligent automation
Solutions to Smart Manufacturing

A

Automation is becoming more common
throughout the whole machining industry.
Adopting a digitalized intelligent automation
through a 5-axis machine is crucial than ever.

downtime. With higher reliability, predictive
maintenance, and production control, AXILE
Automation can optimize production up to 30%200%.

AXILE develops an automation system to help
manufacturers enhance competitiveness. With our
Digitalized Intelligent Automation, manufacturers
can cover all requirements while benefiting from
maximum efficiency, flexibility, productivity, and
cost-effectiveness. We can develop intelligent
manufacturing processes in collaboration
as manufacturers work through their tough
challenges.

Furthermore, following OPC UA protocol and
compatible with the Umati (universal machine
technology interface) platform, AXILE’s digitalized
intelligent automation can integrate into a whole
ecosystem of third-party products, solutions, and
systems.

Flexible Production Line
AXILE Digitalized Intelligent Automation offers
manufacturers a few pallet changers with options of
an automated pallet system, a robotic pallet system,
or a motorized pallet system to increase machining
efficiency. It helps manufacturers reduce time loss
when machining and increases labor efficiency,
cost-saving in electricity and material, and overall
productivity.

AXILE has been very inventive when making work
easy and intuitive. Our advanced compensation
technologies, monitoring systems, and automation
solutions make smart manufacturing a reality on
the shop floor.
Our proprietary technology, AXILE ART™, provides
real-time remote updates for manufacturers
to embrace automation with no unexpected

The system transfers the workpiece between the
backside and the front. The loading station is at
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production capacity expands. And with the MPC-2
(the two-pallet solution), manufacturers can have a
Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) of 12, 24, or 36
pallets in total by integrating one to three machines
and two loading stations depending on the scale
required.

the rear of the machine, where operators load and
unload workpieces while machining at the front side.
When the machining process finishes, it will transfer
the completed workpiece to the back for inspection.
At the same time, a new piece of material will go to
the front and be ready for machining again.

G6 Robotic Pallet Changer (RPC)
AXILE’s automated G6 RPC
solution features a 2-axis robot
that keeps machines supplied
with workpieces 24/7 at the
rear. Part processing continues
simultaneously within the machining center
while operators deal with workpieces at the holding
area at the back, significantly raising production
efficiency to boost throughput.

G6 MPC2 pallet changer

ART™ System
To gain an edge in the race to upgrade production,
embracing smart manufacturing is the best way to
stay ahead of the curve.
AXILE Digitalized Intelligent Automation integrates
with ART™, an intelligent monitoring system that
enables 24/7 automated production and eliminates
unexpected downtime.
ART™ monitors and supplies real-time status update
on the machine such as energy consumption,
lubricant and coolant, and its components for wear
and tear to preempt future issues.

G6 RPC16 pallet changer

G6 Motorized Pallet Changer (MPC)
Available with two or six pallets,
AXILE’s automated G6 MPC
exchanges raw workpieces
and finished parts via a loading
bay at the backside. Operators
can load raw workpieces for inspection and unload
finished workpieces while machining continues in
the vertical machining center 24/7, dramatically
increasing operational efficiency.

AXILE’s ART™ empowers manufacturers to make
informed decisions, optimizing operations and
significantly improving production efficiency.
Additionally, when
ART™ connects
with organizations’
intelligent ERP or
IT systems, restocking for justin-time supply
can be arranged
automatically

Freedom and flexibility are core to the design
concept. The MPC solution can integrate into the G6
machine upon initial commissioning or later when
14
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- Full automation

without delay. Thus, users can always arrange
service and maintenance in advance to avoid
unplanned downtime.

AXILE Digitalized Intelligent Automation offers
predictive maintenance service for users to deploy
just-in-time service arrangement and re-stocking to
avoid unexpected downtime on the machine and
reach 24/7 automated operation.

Intelligent Automation Production
AXILE Digitalized Intelligent Automation presents
an intelligent pallet changer system with dynamic
5-axis simultaneous machining capacity and i4.0
smart functions for automated production. Besides
improving the flexibility and precision of the
machining processes, it also offers the following
benefits to the manufacturers.

- Transparency
Users can access all machine data via the ART™
management platform. This platform helps them
easily supervise machine status and production
floor anytime and anywhere. During the outbreak
of Covid-19, managers with ART™ System can work
from home productively and with ease of mind.

- Optimal productivity
The automatic pallet changer helps manufacturers
require a continuous machining process to reduce
the time of non-productive manufacturing, bringing
better ROI for the machine.
- Flexibility
A single machine with multiple pallets to deploy
multiple functions can increase flexibility and
automation’s capability. Moreover, being ready to
connect with FMS provides manufacturers more
flexibility for mass or multi productions and more
storage.

15
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FORT S™ enclosed absolute
encoder systems
The next generation of enclosed linear encoder

T

he FORTiS encoder series is a next generation enclosed linear absolute encoder for use in harsh
environments such as machine tools. Robust, reliable, high-performance position measurement over
the encoder's long life is ensured by a range of innovative design features.

Reduce process variation at source and reap the rewards
Renishaw encoders can help eliminate the risk.
The FORTiS-S™ and FORTiS-N™ linear encoders can facilitate the following measures
that enhance machine tool metrology and improve reliability, leading to significant
operational and commercial benefits.

FORTiS™ encoder application choice
FORTiS-S

FORTiS-N

Standard cross-section enclosed encoder

Narrow cross-section enclosed encoder for use in more confined spaces

•

Bolt-hole compatible with
current and legacy standard
models

•

Bolt-hole compatible with current and legacy narrow
models; including mounting spars and short end cap
options

•

DuraSeal™ double lip seals for
ultimate ingress protection

•

DuraSeal™ single lip seals for superior ingress
protection

•

30 g vibration resistance

•

20 g vibration resistance without mounting spar

•

30 g vibration resistance with mounting spar
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Design innovations and Benefits

undamaged and working even after full immersion.

- Proven absolute encoder technology

Application of tuned mass damping technology
enables class leading vibration resistance. Tested
beyond 30 g, both FORTiS-N and FORTiS-S models
achieve the same specification and can endure the
same harsh conditions.

FORTiS™ encoder systems apply Renishaw’s proven
absolute position measurement technology. A
miniature ultra-high speed digital camera, housed
in a sealed readhead, reads a single track, fine
pitch (30 μm) optical steel scale to deliver superior
performance in position feedback, motion control,
metrology and contamination resistance.

- Enhanced metrology
Hysteresis and backlash errors associated with
mechanical contact designs are reduced, improving
workpiece surface finish and form.

- Robust non-contact design
Having no internal
moving parts such
as bearings, springs
or wheeled carriages
eliminates wear,
minimises risk
of breakage and
improves reliability, to
deliver longer system
lifespan. Groundbreaking non-contact
design dramatically
improves metrology,
feedback and
vibration resistance,
increasing system performance and longevity.
Robust construction delivers outstanding reliability
under the harshest conditions, reducing downtime
and increasing user productivity.

- Installation – simple, intuitive and fast
Unlike traditional installation methods, peripheral
diagnostic equipment is not essential. Renishaw’s
patented set-up LED and carefully designed
accessories ensure right-first-time installation
that is up to 90% faster than more conventional
systems.

- A breakthrough in readhead design
In addition to the benefits of a non-contact optical
encoder, our engineers considered other design
elements that offer distinct advantages over older
conventional designs. Both readhead models
are sealed against ingress of liquid and solid
contaminants to IP67, allowing them to remain

17
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When setup is verified using Renishaw’s ADTa100 and ADT view software, installation data can
beeasily saved as a CSV file in a permanent record.
- Convenient form and fit
Both FORTiS models are bolt-hole compatible with
alternative brands of enclosed linear encoders,
simplifying design change.

FORTiS™ Summary

Proven Absolute technology
- ENCLOSED

Non-contact readhead
eliminates mechanical
failures, increases vibration
resistance

Superior sealing system
for greater contaminant
resistance, and improved
reliability and longevity

Enhanced metrology for
reduced hysteresis and
improved repeatability

Bolt-hole compatible with
current market design, plus
simpler and faster LED set
up routine

Intuitive Advanced
Diagnostic tool simplifies
diagnostics for installation
and service

BREAKTHROUGH would like to acknowledge Renishaw for the contribution of the materials
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The Challenge of E-Mobility

D

tool industry have set up a new standard.

riven by global warming, targets of carbon
reduction, and favorable policies, most
advanced countries have set a time
point of carbon neutrality in 2050. Following the
international trend, improving energy efficiency and
reducing carbon emissions in the supply chain will
be an unavoidable challenge in the future.

Moreover, the manufacturing supply chain around
the world is affected due to the epidemic, the
automation trend, and the requirement for energy
conservation and environmental protection. The
machine tool industry has to adjust the meet the
market demands.

For the machine tool industry, conventional
automobile molds and components occupy a
certain proportion in production. The vision of
reducing carbon emissions and the issue of carbonneutral will need to force changes in demand and
behavior.

The world is facing a climate crisis, and many
countries have already set deadlines to phase out
gasoline and diesel vehicles in the next ten years.
According to Deloitte, the global market share of
electric vehicle sales will gradually increase from
2021 and expect to exceed 25% in 2030.

On the other hand, the COVID-19 has promoted
the active deployment of digital transformation in
industries, accelerating automation and bringing
productivity improvements. Moreover, core
elements of technological development such as
talents, knowledge, and markets have become the
key in the production field.

In the meantime, the manufacturing of electric
vehicles is becoming the next opportunity among
the machine tool industries. However, this
opportunity has also raised several questions about
the impact on traditional automotive suppliers.
As machine tool manufacturers who meet with
a critical situation in the automobile industry,
what innovations should we have to address the
challenge?

The age of the electric vehicles is upon us
With the development of electric vehicles in recent
years, the automotive industry and the machine

photo source: Pixabay

Several countries aim to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050
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Face challenges and grab the
chance
The rapid growth of the development of
electric vehicles will impact the machine
tool industry. This growth will change the
entire vehicle system, and the demand
for machine tools production will also
reduce significantly.
Every part of an automobile is
inseparable from the machine tool
industry. However, the design logic of
gasoline vehicles and electric vehicles
are completely different.
There are fewer machine parts required
than vehicles with internal combustion
engines.

turned into a customer-orientated technology, and machine
tool sales are not only single product technologies but complete
solutions. Therefore, production flexibility and adaptability are
fundamental to success on the journey to electric vehicles.
Moreover, to remain highly competitive in the e-mobility
ecosystem, the machine tool industry must integrate an
organizational approach toward technology and innovation.
The machine tool and automotive industries can have a winwin situation in the e-mobility business through a more reliable
machine, digitalization, intelligent automation, AI, and IoT
technologies applications.
That said, change is never easy, but it’s essential. Embarking on
an e-mobility journey to implement digital solutions will be the
only way to overcome the challenge.

Besides, there is a significant difference
in the power system, where the power
source switches from an internal
combustion engine to an electric drive
system. With the electrification, future
vehicles no longer need components
such as the engine, pistons, valves, and
exhaust system.
Indeed, to meet the standards of the
future e-mobility demand, suppliers
are forced to explore new materials for
lightened gearbox, power motors, rims,
and frames where these components
still retain an important part in
automobile manufacturing.

photo source: Pexels

Therefore, traditional machine tool
manufacturers must change the
conventional concept and make different
parts required to maintain a position in
the automotive market.

Staying relevant is the key
Under the global development of electric
vehicles, keeping abreast of the change
is the key to leading the market, and
staying relevant is the key to leading
ahead of others.
The machine tool industry needs to focus
on the different needs of the automotive
industry, not only the product itself. The
original product-oriented technology has

photo source: Manufacturing Today

The electrification will cause a drastic change in the entire automotive supply chain.
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Beyond The way to an Beyond the way to EV
future
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What is a torque motor and how
does it make AXILE machines
more agile and reliable?
Concept and utilization of torque motors

T

orque motors are a special class of brushless
permanent-magnet synchronous motors.
Since the payload is directly connected to the
rotor without the use of transmission elements,
torque motors are classified as direct drive. Torque
motor technology allows application of direct drive
motion to the fourth and fifth axes that control
CNC rotary table tilting and rotation. In some 5
axes machine models, it also applies to the spindle
rotation and inclination.

Technology and operational mode
So torque motors can work as actuators for directdrive mechanisms to replace traditional setups that
include geared electric motors, for example.
Torque motors produce high torque at moderate
speeds and even when stationary or “stalled”.
Contrary to traditional drives, the sizing and
selection of a torque motor is purely based on
torque, not power. Fundamentally, the peak torque
determines the maximum torque that the motor
physically produces and the continuous torque
defines the amount of torque the motor can
continuously supply.

Torque motors are also "frameless" motors. This
means they don't have housings, bearings, or
feedback devices. In this sense the motor is a kit
and meant to be part of the machine structure.

As mentioned above, a quite common application
for torque motors is on indexers and rotary tables.
Why is that? Well, many indexing tables make use of
traditional servo drives that incorporate mechanical
power-transmission linkages and powertrains
paired with low-inertia servomotors and highresolution feedback. But the catch here is that
some high-speed indexers and especially precision
rotary tables cannot be accurately and quickly
indexed or positioned with good stability when
there is “lost motion” from mechanical gearing
and coupling in the loop. Here, direct-drive torque
motors can output high peak torque to position

Torque motors have been around since at least
1970 and have a lot to offer. They are deployed
as part of several mission-critical, high-profile
applications from space exploration to highproduction machine tools.
Nowadays, direct-drive technology is recognized
as a leading solution for the requirements of highproductivity, improved accuracy and increased
dynamics of modern machinery.
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Torque motors and AXILE machines
applications

quickly without any lost motion to worry about. Plus
the high-resolution feedback device is mounted
with the motor directly on the driven shaft — which
eliminates a source of loop instability.

An essential part of the agility of our recognized
G6 and G8 Gantry type 5 axes machines comes
from the use of torque motors in the rotary axis
( C ) and swiveling axis ( A ).We can also use their
performance and reliability to offer stable and fast
turning applications with a speed rotation of up
to 1,000 RPM on the ( C ) axis based on a 800 mm
table size and a highly rigid G8 machine structure.

Main benefits of torque motor technology
1. Reduced cost of ownership
Direct coupling of the payload to the rotor
eliminates the need for mechanical transmission
elements such as gearboxes, timing belts, speed
reducers and worm gear drives. And unlike
brushed rotary motors, there is no contact between
rotor and stator; therefore there is no mechanical
wear, resulting in excellent reliability and long
lifetimes. Fewer mechanical parts also minimizes
maintenance and reduces the system cost. The
direct-drive technology intrinsic to a torque motor
system results in an efficient and effective gearless
assembly.
2. Easy integration
The use of magnets and limited air gap results in
a large hollow shaft or bore for easy integration
of cables, cooling tubes, or other applicationrelated equipment. The ring-like configuration of
a torque motor minimizes the volume required
for mounting. This gives the machine designer
great flexibility in locating the motor to work with
bearings, feedback devices, and payload.

On bigger machines such as our Double Column
5 axis (DC12 model), the choice was made to use
torque motor technology in the spindle axes head
too. A robust design with monolithic fork helps to
supply a very high clamping torque in the B-axis.
The large rotary table (1,200 mm) is also driven
by torque motor technology to make it the most
dynamic and accurate machine package.

3. Dynamic performance
Dynamic performance is drastically improved
by very high control loop bandwidth. The direct
coupling of the load and position feedback to
the motor has the advantage of eliminating all
phenomena that limit the dynamic performance on
non-direct driven machines. Eliminating long-time
drift, elasticity, and backlash is a huge advantage
for machine performance and lifetime.
4. Wide torque-speed range
Direct-drive torque motors deliver high torque
over a wide range of speed, from a standstill or
low speed condition to high angular velocities.The
performance of a torque motor over its velocity
range is illustrated in its torque/speed curve.
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The impact of digitalization on
performance and strategies
and data-sharing between the machines,
factory managers expect to be able to improve
manufacturing times, planning for downtimes and
service inputs, as well as considering a real-time
monitoring of Energy management.

Factory Digitalization and machine tools
environment

K

ey drivers in machine tool manufacturing are
increasing speed and quality. As with other
industries, machine tool manufacturers are
realizing digitalization has an increasing role in
achieving those goals.

The future of manufacturing depends on intelligent
automation. To gain an edge on the competition
in the race to upgrade production, embracing
smart manufacturing is the best way to stay ahead
of the curve. The digital strategy of a company
needs to become the essence of its corporate
strategy. Coupling the digital infrastructure with the
corporate strategy gives the ability to rapidly adapt
to the dynamic requirements of each market.

Digitalization is not just for big, cash-rich companies
and obviously not limited to high-tech industries.
Digitalization helps bridging virtual and real worlds
to create business value quickly and should be
embraced by all range of companies, all kind of
industries.

Human being interactions within a digitalized
factory

More importantly, companies are beginning to see
that if they don’t get started, they will be digitally
disrupted. Betting on the status quo is sort of a
dangerous proposition. Organizations don’t want to
be left behind. It does not really matter where you
start the journey, you have to start.

A strong sense of a collective purpose is vital today
as we navigate COVID-19, a pandemic which is
also forcing a startlingly fast transformation of the
manufacturing industry.

Digitalization and automated production bring
together a huge volume of data generated in a
process of continuous cycle between the real
and digital worlds. This enables employees in
manufacturing companies to make appropriate
decisions based on data and respond more quickly
to trends and changes. Thanks to networking

COVID-19 is our modern war, and it’s accelerating
the merger of our physical and digital worlds,
integrating human systems with a basket of 5G and
related technologies like cloud-integrated networks,
Iot, AI systems, robotics, and sensing.
Let’s take as an example the way to move
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the status of the whole machine and automation
system in real time, using its "Internet of Things
IoT" characteristics and "artificial intelligence
AI" calculations to comprehensively monitor the
wearing components of the whole system and
improve machine reliability, productivity as well as
equipment lifetime. It can also be connected with
an ERP or IT systems to achieve a real-time supply
of information for predictive maintenance, to avoid
unexpected downtime, to perform 24/7 intelligent
automated production, and to increase production
capacity.
Axile automation systems are defined from small
size pallet systems up to extra large solutions for
our range of 5 axis machining center. These pallet
solutions allows hours of unmanned production
and consist in an exchange of raw and finished
workpieces between the machine and a separate
holding area. Axile can accommodate the right
storage level with an optimized floorspace
occupancy to deliver efficiency and productivity to
all sizes of manufacturing company.

heavy equipment on a factory floor. The new
generation Automated guided vehicles (AGV) or
forklifts now do the work, allowing for precision
control. Nowadays, forklifts can move the same
equipment or payload three times faster than
traditional human operation. And in a dynamic,
collaborative environment, the automated forklift
can utilize sensor data to adjust its speed up or
down – depending on whether there are humans
interacting in the same space.

Aside from providing machinists the peace of mind
to embrace 24/7 automation, smart machines
and automation systems can last longer, produce
better-quality parts and components, lower the
overall cost of ownership, and process workpieces
faster. All this contributes to significantly improved
ROI.

Human interaction and human collaboration are
so important to drive towards changes. This should
always be an inspiration to try and learn from
different perspectives.

Today, any company, whatever its size and its
industry, willing to remain competitive must
integrate a digital strategy. It has to combine
information, technology and physical resources
to enhance collaborators’ abilities and company
performance.

These days, more and more workers are trained
on software simulation, augmented systems and
augmented machinery. Humans are definitely
not taken out of the equation. Digitalization is
augmenting human capability to interact with
machines and systems and that's a big change in
terms of our productivity level.

In brief, a digitalization is not a choice, it is definitely
a requirement.

Digitalization is also helping to attract younger
people to the manufacturing industry, which is
faced with a retiring workforce like other industries.
It’s making machine tools catchy again and that is
an opportunity which should be considered by the
manufacturing industry in order to attract a new
generation of engineers born with Industry 4.0
technologies as a key driver.

AXILE Delivers Digitalized Intelligent
machines and Automation systems
AXILE ART, the intelligent monitoring system is using
high-end "sensor" application technology to monitor
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AXILE Technology &
Application Centers

A

North America is one of the main sales regions
for high-end machine tool products worldwide,
particularly in the aerospace and automotive
mold industries. Seizing the North American
market, which accounts for about 25% of the
global demand in 5-axis machines, and increasing
the sales of high-end products in the North
American market, will be our top priority in 2022.

XILE has cooperated with reliable
distributors familiar with the local market
to speed up expansion into high-tech
markets, ensuring different languages and
cultural backgrounds will not become an obstacle
to our global operation.
We plan to set up technology and application
centers in 2022 and 2023 to get closer to the
North American and European markets and
understand their needs. In this way, we can
support our distributors by providing services to
local customers.

While European 5-axis machines account for 40%
of market share and our Europe sales are account
for 60% turnover. AXILE is opening a technology
and application center in Europe to get closer to
customers and potential customers. AXILE has
chosen AETAC to locate in Albstadt, a medical
industry center in Germany. And, just 100km
north, there is Stuttgart, a prominent aerospace
and automotive industries center in Germany.

Besides products exhibition, the center will
provide technical training to solve application
challenges for the customers. We will also provide
technical application support to all potential
customers who visit us to experience the
machine. By offering our know-how, we hope to
strengthen our brand recognition, product value,
and trust of the local customers.

These technology and application centers will
offer a series of services such as providing cutting
technology support, improving the quality of
high-end products and services, and providing
distributor sales service, engineer education, and
training.

Motivation & Strategies
AXILE has been cultivating for many years, and
our sales have stabilized. We have planned
to expand our global sales center and launch
diversified marketing plans for the coming years.

Through these, AXILE can strengthen brand
recognition and product value.
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Application Center in North America (Windsor, Canada)

As the distribution network expansion continues
in North America and Europe, AXILE needs to
speed up its pace and increase market share in
these areas.

Keep ahead & Moving on
“AXILE” is a technology-oriented brand. In order
to meet the high demanding markets, it has
launched digitalized intelligent automation for
24/7 automation without unplanned downtime to
achieve the best productivity and business profit.

Aerospace

Furthermore, AXILE keeps ahead and with the
integrated strategy of high product value, highend technologies improvement, so that AXILE
products are comparable to international brands
and have been successfully sold to global tier-one
customers.

Die & Mold

Medical

Application Center in Europe (Albstsdt, Germany)
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Investigation of
force-sensor-integrated
motorized spindles and
Diagnosis of unbalanced tool

T

force. For example, the tool inserts is broken during
machining will cause large centrifugal force.

he motorized high speed spindle play an
important roles in high precision metal
cutting, and increase productivity benefit in
die and mold, medical and aerospace industries.
As a result, high speed operation of bearings
causes low reliability. Lot of technology and sensors
are development to monitor the early failure of
bearings and abnormal operation of spindle. In this
paper, one special mechanical force sensor which is
installed next to bearings and AI technology which
is One Class SVM are investigated to monitoring
the motorized high speed spindle. The architecture
is, The One Class SVM (OCSVM) detection model of
abnormal operation of spindle are investigated and
validated successfully.

The papers study the force-sensor based
mechanical design to be applied in the high speed
motorized spindle [3],[4]. This paper presents forcesensor-integrated spindle to measure cutting force,
and a dynamically compensated sensor system
with Kalman Filter. The filter is designed to ﬁlter the
inﬂuence of structural modes on the force sensor,
since sensor output contains the structure vibration
of spindles. In addition, the bandwidth of the force
sensing system is improved as well [4]. These
papers focus the force measurement application
from the tool tip and signal compensation.
In this paper, the force-sensor-integrated motorized
spindle is developed, including the force sensor
ring and signal conditioner. And, the diagnosis of
unbalanced tool is investigated with PCA and onclass SVM for the force ring system.

Keyword: force sensor, motorized spindle,
diagnosis, One Class SVM, PCA.

I. Introduction
The industry 4.0 are mentioned in 2013 from
Germany to enhance the productivity [1]. The one
of the production enhancement is reduce machine
down time, therefore the machine diagnosis and
fault detection play an important role in industry 4.0
production line.

II. System Block Diagram
The Fig. 1 shows the system block diagram; there
is a force sensor in side spindle. Since the force
sensor is located in the force links, the highstiffness piezo material sensor is selected as the
force measurement device. The charge amplifier is
designed for the signal conditioning device. A highspeed sampling DAQ card is the signal acquiring
device. The diagnosis will be illustrated in section IV
(The Development of the OCSVM for Diagnosis of
Spindle Dynamic Balance and Unbalanced Cutter).

In the machine tool industry, the high-speed
motorized spindle increases the productivity. The
main spindle can be operated in speed range
from 18,000 rpm to 200,000 rpm, dependent on
the application requirement and state-of-art of
bearing. The ultra-precision angle contact bearing
is commonly applied in high-speed motorized
spindle. The spindle service time is limited by the
bearing preload, lubrication, undesired vibration
load, [2] which induces addition force on the
bearings, and undesired mechanical-resonance

The electric signal from the piezo-electric sensors
are feed to the charge amplifiers. Then, algorithm
is developed to analysis the abnormal signal. The
core algorithm is novelty detection, which will be
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placed between any two sensors by 45 degree. The
sensitivity is -4pC/N, with 4 pcs placed at every 90
degrees of the ring, and both sides of the rings are
provided with the same unit to enable a real-time
monitoring function. The mark B is the sensor and
the mark C is the holding ring placed between both
angular contact bearings, while the holding ring is
also applied as a spacer.

High-speed motorized spindle

Force sensor

Signal conditioning

DAQ

Diagnosis

Fig.1 System Block Diagram

illustrated in Sec III.
A) The motorized spindle with force sensor ring
A real-time monitoring device is required for
the high-speed spindle to ensure any abnormal
bearings revolution conditions could be detected.
Some solutions have considered placing a vibration
unit outside the spindle, and although this works,
it is sensitivity detect the force from tool side.
The operator may need to be made aware once
the abnormal bearing motion conditions. A direct
monitoring unit placed in front of the bearing
is proposed, as shown in Fig. 2.(a) The various
bearing arrangement could be choose for different
application, according to the requirement of
bearing service time and stiffness. In this study, the
tandem bearing arrangement is applied to keep the
cost effective and better cutting performance. To
maximize the sensitivity of the force to the signal
from the piezo-element, the force sensor is installed
between the front bearing #1 and front bearing #2.

(a) S whole spindle geometric with front and rear bearings

A : 4x2 sides Force sensor
placed in outer ring

Spindle angular-contact
bearings

(b) Spindle bearings with force sensor assembly (simplified drawing)

The simplified assembly drawing is shown in Fig.
2.(b) and Fig. 2.(c), and Mark A is the bearing and
sensor ring assembly of spindle, and Mark B is the
sensor inserted into the space ring, as indicated
in Fig. 2.(c). There are four sensors at every 90
degrees, which can monitor any abnormal bearing
motion, and both sides of the spacer ring are
provided with four sensors, which allow both
bearings to be monitored whenever the spindle is
rotating. When the pressure to the sensor is out of
balance, the sensor obtains different data to that
while the bearing outer ring is out of balance, which
enables the sensor and amplifiers to be active and
a real-time monitoring to take place.

(c) Holding ring and sensor (simplified drawing)
Fig. 2 The illustration of high-speed motorized spindle and the
force sensor photograph

B) Characteristic of piezo electrical sensor
Industrial experience, the operation temperature of
spindle bearing is usually under than 50°C, which is
dependent on the spindle manufacturer, due to the
spindle design, material of bearing cage, cooling,
and the lubrication condition. This can be finding
from the spindle manual. On the other hand, the
bearing operation temperature is limited by the
retainers, which is made up by phenolic are, used

Fig. 2.(c) shows all the applied components,
whereas the mark B indicates the location piezoelectric sensor element, which is a highly sensitive.
The FS ring is composed by four piezo-electric
elements and four dummies. The dummies are
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B) The signal conditioner

at operating temperatures up to 270°F(132°C).
Consequently, for all the sensors, the maximum
operation temperature of 120°C could reasonably
cover the operation temperature. The Table 1
shows the key parameter of piezo-electric sensor
element. For each sensor, the sensitivity, linearity,
and hysteresis are listed in Table 2.

The signal conditioner is shown in Fig. 4. Based on
the charge output characteristic of piezo-electric
sensor, the 1st stage is the charge amplifier, it
transfer the charge signal into voltage for analysis.
The low-3dB frequency is decide by equation (1) [5].

The sensor ring output characteristics, relationship
of the generated charge and force , are measured
by tensile testing machine, the proposed force
sensor ring is assembly to the tensile testing
machine with a suitable jig. The measure result
is shows in Fig. 3. Since there are eight force link
paths in the sensor ring, the sign is neglected, the
sensitivity is close to 0.5 pC/N, it is calculated by
6000 pC of output charge divide 12 kN of maximum
testing force. This is close to the theoretical value.
Sensitivity [pC/N]

-4 pC/N

Measurable normal force, FN[N]

3kN

Measurable operating force [N]

FN*115%

Breaking force [N]

FN*200%

Sensor operation temperature [°C]

-20 ~ 120

Sensor storage temperature [°C]

-20 ~ 120

Fundamental resonance frequency [Hz]

120

(1)

ƒLOW,3dB =

1
2πR1C1

The charge amplifier works like a high pass filter
respect to the charge, Qi. The output stage is the
invert voltage amplifier with low pass filter. The
high-3dB frequency is decided by equation (2), i.e.
the C3 and R4. And, according to the diagnosis
application, the frequency range of interesting
signal must be in the range of lowe-3dB frequency
and high-3dB frequency.
(2)

ƒHIGH,3dB =

1
2πR4C3

Table 1 The Parameter of Piezo Electric Sensor

Position

Sensitivity
[pC/N]

Linearity
[%FSO]

Hysteresis
[%FSO]

#1

4.026

0.443

0.388

#2

3.998

0.539

0.335

#3

3.960

0.518

0.332

#4

4.074

0.455

0.253

Fig. 4 The simplified circuit diagram of signal conditioner. The
first stage is charge amplifier, 2nd stage is voltage follower, and
the final stage is invert amplifier.

To decide the 3dB frequency, common frequency
appear in spindle and bearings are evaluated, as
shown in Table 3. The failure bearings frequency
is discussed in[6],[7]. In this paper, the max speed
of spindle is 20,000 rpm, this gives the maximum
shaft frequency. The ballpass frequency of inner
race decides the maximum frequency in the
mechanical system, i.e. 7.49 kHz. Therefore, the
high-3dB frequency of 20kHz is chosen. The circuit
parameters are listed in Table 4. Notably, the
practical high-3dB frequency is slightly higher than
the designed values, due to the 47pF closest values
can be find. The Fig. 5 shows that the Bode plot,
three C1 capacitances are tested for comparison.
As shown in Fig. 5, the fHIGH,3dB and fLOW,3dB are close
to the theorem calculation values.

Table 2 The Sensitivity of Piezo Electric Sensor

7000

701S601
Pos. #1

Pos. #2

Pos. #3

Pos. #4

Charge [pC]

6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

2

4

6
8
Force [kN]

10

12

14

Table 3 the possible appear frequency in the

Fig. 3 The Output Characteristic of Piezo Electric Sensor
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spindle and bearings. The ƒr is the shaft speed, the
n is the number of rolling, ф is the angle of the load
from the radial plane. Whereas the d=14.2mm,
D=110, n=20, ф=15°, the 7016-bearing with 15° is
adopted in the spindle[8].
item

frequency [Hz]

Shaft frequency for 20,000 rpm spindle, ƒr

0.67 k

Cutting frequency for 5 cuts tool and 20,000
rpm

3.33 k

BPFO(=

nƒr
2

{1- Dd cosф})

5.82 kHz

BPFI(=

nƒr
2

{1+ Dd cosф})

7.49 k

FTF(=

ƒr
2

{1-

d
cosф )
D

BSF(=

D
2d

{1-

d
(cosф)2 )
D

}

much as possible. The vibration meter, G-TECH
vPOD, is applied in this experiment to measure
the vibration level. All time domain data will be
transferred in frequency domain via Fast Fourier
Transform.
A) The consideration of vibration magnitude and
definition the positive/negative samples
The bearing fault diagnosis of machine tool spindle
can based on the ISO 17243-1 [9]. There ISO 172431 suggests one accelerometer is mounted on
spindle to measure the vibration. The standard of
ISO 17243 suggest that, the vibration magnitude of
0.7 mm/s is good vibration level for a ball bearing
spindle and power is higher than 5kW, as shown
in Table 5. In this paper, the vibration magnitude
is lower than 0.4 mm/s is selected for positive
samples. Otherwise, the negative samples are.

291

}

0.905

vibration

item

values

ƒLOW,3dB

26.5 mHz

ƒHIGH,3dB

Design 20kHz (practical 22.5kHz)

C1

1 nF

R1

3 GΩ

R3

6.8kΩ

R4

150 kΩ

C3

47pF

ball bearing spindle

Table 5. The vibration magnitude reference guide for machine
tool spindle

Table 4 The circuit parameters

Arnplifier Gain [dB]

20

1 nF

10 nF

B) Experiment setup for Unbalanced Cutter
a. Measure campaign

100 nF

A HSK-A63 tool with eight inserts is selected as the
target cutter. As shown in Fig. 8, the photographs
show one normal cutter setup and two abnormal
cutter setups. To prevent the irreversible damage
occurs to the motorized spindle, only maximum
speed of 4,000 rpm is tested in this experiment.
The 4,000 rpm speed is tested, therefore, the
fundamental frequency, fz, is 66.6 Hz, the second
harmonics frequency, f2, is 133.3 Hz.

10
0
-10
-20
-30
-40
-50
0.001

spindle speed (600 ~ 30000 rpm)

0.1

10
Frequency [Hz]

1000

100000

Fig. 5 The Bode plot diagram – serval RC time-constant testing
for the implemented charge amplifier

III. Measurement Campaign, feature
extraction an Preparation samples
One accelerometer is mounted on the spindle for
vibration reference. The ISO 17243 suggests the
accelerometer should be close to the bearing as

(a) abnormal tool (one insert left)
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higher harmonics cannot be recognized well.
The FFT result of three kinds inserts are shown in
Fig. 11a. The magnitude of fundamental frequency
is sensitivity to the inserts number, since insert
decide the balance of rotating shaft. The other
harmonics are not changed significantly. As a
result, by this experiment data, the component of
fundamental frequency are selected as features for
the diagnosis model investigation.

(b) abnormal tool (seven insert left)

(c) normal tool(all insert left)
Fig. 8. the cutter for three different experiment setup

b. Result
The Fig. 9 shows the spindle vibration result. The
normal cutter gives the lowest vibration values,
once the any insert is removed, the balance
statement is broken.

Vibration, mm/s

0.5

4k RPM
0.45

0.4

0.41
(a) Waveforms in time domain

0.3
0.2
0.07

0.1
0.0

1

7

8

Number of Remaining Chips
Fig. 9. the experiment result of the unbalanced tool

c. Feature evaluation by the spectrum

(b) Spectrogram of sensor 1, only show one of the time period
in 5 seconds

The time domain and frequency domain signal
is shown in Fig. 10. It shows clearly that the
fundamental frequency of spindle is 66.6 Hz,
while the spindle is operated in 4,000 rpm. The
magnitude of fundamental frequency and 2nd
harmonic is in the range of - 40dB ~ -50dB. The 3rd
and 4th harmonic could be seen slightly. And, the

Fig. 10. An example of the acquired vibration signal
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it means that there may be much of unexplored
data. Only the normal operation data and few predefined abnormal operation data can be obtained.
As a result, one or multi- simple boundary are not
easy to be defined. In this study, one-class support
vector machine is used for novelty detection
[saari2019_Detection and identification of windmill
bearing faults using a one-class support vector
machine (SVM)].

8 inserts

7 inserts

In this paper, only normal operation data and
few pre-defined abnormal operation data can be
obtained. The one-class SVM algorithm, which is not
similar to regular SVM, cannot maximize the margin
between two classes [10]. Alternatively, the target
of algorithm of the one-class SVM is to find a small
region (usually the positive data) that as possible
as cover all positive data. The data are out of the
region that represent faulty region. To find a proper
region for separating the data, the data are map
into feature space by a known kernel function.

1 inserts

Fig. 11. The FFT comparison of acquired vibration signal.

The kernel selection is importance, as kernel
decides the algorithm performance, dependent on
the data and the number of features [11]. In this
paper, the Gaussian radial base function (RBF) is
selected.

IV. The investigation of the OCSVM for
Diagnosis of Unbalanced Cutter
A) Flowchart
Firstly, there are four frequency signals from the
force sensor, as the four features for PCA. The
principal components are extracted by the PCA
technique. In this paper, there are four features
and four principal components will be obtained.
The features and principal components could be
linearly transformed each other. The high variance
ratios of principal components are chosen as the
training-model data for the one-class SVM.

V. Result and discussion
The key values of PCA are shown in Table 6. The
Variance ratio of 1st principal component is 0.8203,
the 2nd one is 0.1591. So, the first two components
are selected for the model data.
The result of training model for one-class SVM is
shown in Fig. 13. Notably, as aforementioned, there
are two features be extracted from the four signals
of force sensor. All drawing data are transformed to
the new space, which is obtained from the PCA and
composed by the 1st principal component and 2nd
principal component.

B) Principal components analysis, PCA
The Principal component analysis (PCA) is the
process for computing the principal components.
The PCA is one of the techniques of dimensionality
reduction for saving the data memory. In the
meantime, it keeps the maximum covariance of
data by select the first few principle components.

As shown in Fig. 13, the abnormal data set are
clearly far away the normal data set. The case
of one-insert tool locates in the right-hand side.
Similar to the Fig. 11 shown, the magnitude of oneinsert tool is the highest values. The model accuracy
of one-class SVM by varying the γ and ν parameters
are listed in Table 7. Basically, the overall model

C) One-class support vector machine
The mechanical vibration (i.e. the signal from the
force sensor) are not fully defined well in this paper,
X4
Force sensor

X4
CA#1 ~ #4

FFT

PCA

Fig. 12. The block diagram of the algorithm
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accuracy for the tested parameters is higher than
90%. The best accuracy for parameters γ=5 and ν
=0.001 is 99.7 %. The result shows the feasibility of
this study. In the case of broken inserts and lose
inserts, the investigated model is able to detect.

unbalanced tool operation could be detected by
using the one-class SVM for a given operation and
the data set. The force-sensor-based mechatronics
application and AI-based monitoring system gives
another approach of abnormal detection for
spindle/bearing.

VI. Conclusion
The present study validates the force sensor
and the AI-based monitoring system. Firstly, the
force sensor is sensitivity to the centrifugal force
induced from the unbalanced tool. Secondly, the

Component

Singular Values

Variance ratio

1st

3.02621

0.8203

2nd

1.33294

0.1591

3rd

0.36539

0.0120

4th

0.30939

0.0086

Table 6. The key values of PCA

Seven insert left

One insert left

Training

γ=25

γ=5

γ=1

ν =0.1

90.1 %

90.1 %

90.1 %

ν =0.001

98.3 %

99.7 %

99.3 %

Table 7 The model accuracy of One-class SVM by varying the
γ and ν parameters.
(a) overview

(b) ν = 0.1, γ = 25

(c) ν = 0.1, γ = 5

(d) ν = 0.1, γ = 1

(e) ν = 0.001, γ = 25

(f) ν = 0.001, γ = 5

g) ν = 0.001, γ = 1

Fig. 13. The scatter plot of the analysis result
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2022 exhibition calendar
Month
Jan

Feb

Mar

Period

Jun

Sep

Open house – Grand Opening of new Facility & ShowMerchant Machine Tools
room / Edmonton, AB Canada

3rd - 5th

Samumetal 2022

8th - 11th

VTM – City Odense

Kapema A/S

15th - 17th

Expo Manufactura / Monterrey Nuevo Leon, Mexico

Fabrica de Maquinas y Accesorios S.A. de C.V.

21th - 26th

TIMTOS x TMTS / Taipei, Taiwan

Buffalo Machinery

22th ~ 24th

Konepaja / Tampere Exhibition and Sports Centre, Fin- Insinööritoimisto Ismo
land
Lindberg Oy

15th ~ 18th

TechniShow / Utrecht, The Netherlands

De RidderTHO

Open house / Toronto, ON Canada

Ferro-Technique

3rd ~ 6th

Expomaq / Leon Guanajuato, Mexico

Fabrica de Maquinas y Accesorios S.A. de C.V.

10th ~ 13th

ELMIA / Verktygsmaskiner, Sweden

Mekana Maskin AB

17th ~ 22th

GLOBAL INDUSTRIE / Paris, France

Transtec - Machines Outils

Open house / Windsor, Canada

AXILE AMC

2nd

Open house / Seattle, WA USA

Rosco Precision Machinery

2nd

Open house / Edmonton, AB Canada

Merchant Machine Tools

7th ~ 11th

Porto / Portugal

MATER S.A. - Tecnologia
Industrial

9th ~ 11th

MEC-SPE / Bologna

Tecnor Macchine SpA

Vimacchine S.r.l.
Tecnor Macchine SpA

MMTS / Montreal, QC Canada

Ferro-Technique

5th

IMTS / Chicago, IL USA

Japan Machine Tools,
Corp.

13th - 17th

AMB / Messe Stuttgart, Germany

Buffalo Machinery

26th ~ Oct.
Maktek Eurasia / Istanbul Turkey
1st
Open house / Puebla, Mexico

Oct

Erkan CNC Teknolojileri
Sanayi ve Tic. Ltd. Şti
Fabrica de Maquinas y Accesorios S.A. de C.V.

4th ~ 6th

Metavak / Gorinchem,The Netherlands

De RidderTHO

4th ~ 10th

INDUSTRIE / Nantes, France

Didelon Machines Outils

12th ~ 15th

BI-MU 2022 / Milano

Tecnor Macchine SpA
Vimacchine S.r.l.

Open house / Queretaro, Mexico
Spring
2022
Summer
2022

Distribution Company

2nd

Apr

May

Title of Exhibition / City, Country

5-axis Workshop / Kennebunk, ME USA
Open house / Kennebunk, ME USA
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Fabrica de Maquinas y Accesorios S.A. de C.V.
CNC SYSTEMS, INC
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